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Caml)us events

Sharpton
to speak
at Western
Presidential candidate will
visit campus Tuesday
BY ABBEY BROWN

Herald reporter

photo by Greg Barnette

Louisville sophomore Emily Wickerham, with the assistance of officer Ricky Powell and Sgt. Kerry Hatchett, orders campus police
officer Joe Harbaugh to get down during the second session of the University Police Academy on Tuesday night.

Col &s
Robbers

SEE SHARPTON PAGE 2
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Western students and staff get taste of law
enforcement during University Police Academy
BY ABBEY BROWN

Herald reporter
When Jason Harville approached the white
Sedan, he didn't know quite what to expect. The
car·s driver rolled his window down and waited.
Harville walked up to the window with a flashlight in hand.
"Bang, bang," Officer Joe Harbaugh said,
pointing a Plastic gun at Harville and his partner.
"You·re both dead."
Lawrenceburgh junior Harville and his mock
backing officer, Bardstown sophomore Brandon
Bryan, were two of about 20 participants in the
second day of the University Police Academy.
The duo was "shot" as part of the mock traffic stops that included hidden weapons, fleeing
passengers and unruly drivers.
The academy participants, made up of
Western students and staff, traded roles with

photo by Abbey Brown

Student patrol officer Brandon Sims is searched by Fort
Knox junior Anthony Deavers during a mock traffic stop.

campus police officers.
Harbaugh said the purpose of the training
activity was to show the participants all the possible things that could happen during what may
seem like a routine traffic stop.
"There are a lot of different things that you
have to do and keep in mind when making
stops," he said. "After this, hopefully there is a
little more understanding of what we do."
Tuesday night's exercise was only the second
meeting of the academy. Future academy sessions include fire arm training and awareness,
crime prevention, crime scene investigation and
the bike patrol obstacle course.
Harbaugh, Officer Lisa Brown and student
patroller Brandon Sims were in the vehicles
stopped by academy students.
Bowling Green sophomore Samantha Jones
had to deal with an intoxicated driver, Harbaugh,
during her mock traffic stop. Harbaugh repeated-

ly tested Jones and her pattner Emily Butler, a
graduate student from Portland, Tenn., by not
following their directions , falling to the ground
and sucking instead of blowing into the preliminary breath test machine.
"I can't even do this sober," Harbaugh said,
stumbling his way through one of the sobriety
tests.
A few moments later, after Jones asked him
to spit out his gum, he spit his gum right at her
feet.
·'I didn't think we would get to do stuff like
this so soon," Jones said.
When Jones and Butler attempted to handcuff Harbaugh, he got a little frisky, and Butler
had to push him onto the hood of the car. His
head hit the metal with a thud.
SH ACADEMY PAG E
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Diddle lot, structure to close for games
er or collect
space in the
structure based
on the number
of students that
leave on the
weekend," said
Karl Laves, cochair of the p~:rking and transportation committee.
Barriers will be put up Saturday
night or early Sunday morning,
Laves said.
"It's not our intention to make
things hard for residential or commuter students," he said. ·'We ·re trying to come up with ways to open up
some space close to Diddle for the
visitors."
Drivers displaced from the

Bomb threat

On the verge

On Tuesday

A bomb threat was reported yesterday at Cheny and Tate Page
Halls. Page 2

The women's basketball team
is one win away from the regular
season Sun Belt title. Page JO

A look at Western·s struggle to
meet state standards for mino1ity
graduate student enrollment.

He,-ald reporter
For six days in March, parking
spots will be a hot commodity on
campus.
Because of the Sun Belt
Conference Tournament, the Diddle
lot and the parking structure will be
closed to students, faculty and staff
and reserved for fans attending
games, said University Relations
Director Bob Skipper.
The tournament begins on March
6 and runs through March 11.
Diddle lot will close on March 6.
Cars left parked in those spots will
be towed.
The parking stmcture wi ll close
on March 9. Students whose cars are

I

Diddle lot and the parking structure
will have to park in the SKyPAC lots
located on Center and Capital
streets, in the Campbell Lane lot and
at the Center for Research and
Development.
There are 700 spaces available at
the Capital and Center Street lots.
There are over 300 spaces at the
Campbell Lane lot, with several
hundred more at the Center for
Research and Development, to serve
commuters, campus police Capt.
Mike Wallace said.
"The commuter students will be
the majority of the ones who will be
displaced," Wallace said. ''For that
Monday and Tuesday, they will

parked in the
parking structure on March 9
will not be
forced to move
them. But if they
leave the parking
structure
during the closed period, they won't
be allowed to park there until the
tournament is over.
Fans will have to pay $5 to park
in the stmctw·e.
Both lots will be available for use
again beginning March 12.
During the tournament, two shuttles will mn from the SKyPAC lots
to Diddle Arena from 4:30 p.m. to
10:30 p.m.
"What we're trying to do is gath-

BY JESSICA SASSEEN

A chance meeting in a New York hotel has
turned into a major campus event.
During Government Department Head
Saundra Ardrey's visit to New York for the
Macy's Day Thanksgiving parade, she spotted
the Rev. Al Sharpton at
her hotel.
"I just struck up a conversation with him and, at
the end, invited him to
campus," she said. "Two
days later, he called and
said he would like to Rev. Al Sharpton
come to campus to speak." ·
Sharpton, a Democratic presidential hopeful, will address the university at 7 p.m.
Tuesday in DUC Theater. Ardrey said
Sharpton will likely speak about civil rights
issues like affirmative action and about
domestic policy and America's involvement
with Iraq.
Sharpton will also participate in a breakfast

The men's and women's

Sun Belt Conference
Toumament will take place

March s. 11 in Diddle Arena.

SE£

GAMES
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House passes
state budget
proposal
Western could receive
$1.4M in cuts; Senate to vote next
BY JOSEPH LORD

Herald reporter
One house down, one to go.
Kentucky's House of Representatives
passed a budget bill 94-5 Tuesday that
would cut Western's state funding by $1.4
million this year.
The budget is now being considered by
the Senate, who will likely vote on it next
week.
In the House's proposed plan, Western
would not get the $4.3 million in growth
funding for the next academic year that Gov.
Paul Patton proposed in last year's budget
plan, said Robbin Taylor, director of
Government Relations. The university 's
state funding would also be cut again by
$1.4 millio n.
The growth funding would have helped
ease Western 's growing pains. The university's enrollment has grown 20 percent since
1998 with no significant funding increases ,
Taylor said.
The House's proposal to cut growth funding came as a shock to Western officials.
"We recruited 1,200 new students in
anticipation of that funding ,'' President
Gary Ransdell said. "If we lose that money,
it (would be) devastating to Western."
The cuts may eventually trickle down to
students· wallets.
Though Western has already set tuition
costs for the next school year, it may have to
increase tuition for the 2003-04 school year.
" If we had that kind of a cut, there is no
way we could avoid having to revisit
tuition," Ransdell said.
Ransdell would not speculate on other
possible changes the cuts could cause.
Despite the cuts , Taylor said the plan has
SEE PLll PUE
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Check the Web at www.
wkuherald.com for an online
gallery of printable Herald
front pages.
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Weather watch
Today

Friday

By the numbers
Saturday

Sunday
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occurred ID educational
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Monday

9
48!! 422

442 402

432 312

382 23!!

332 152
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on tbe curreat Northeast

Day

mow aad Ice strorms

Pool Shark

♦Aubrey Livingston, Poland
Hall, reported Monday seeing
burning garbage thrown from a
third floor room. Antonio Thomas who lived in the room, said
he threw a bag out the window
after noticing it was smoking.
♦Jaureal K. Dillingham,
Southwest Hall, reported Tuesday diamond earrings worth
$550; a CD case with 80 CDs in
it, totaling $960; and $8 in cash
stolen from his dorm room.

Reports
♦John P. Readey, Sp1ingfield
Boulevard, reported Monday an
assault in front of McConnack

Hall.

♦Shara S. Hughes, Gilbett
Hall, reported Monday shoes
worth $16.95 stolen from the second floor of the parking structure.
♦Mark A. Dunnegan, Woodburn-Allen Springs Road, reported Monday an assault in the fine
arts center.

► Clearingtbe 4ir
The
College
Heights
Herald corrects all confirmed
errors that are brou ght to
reporters' or editors' attention.
Please call 745-60 1 1 or
745-5044 to report a correction, or e-ma il us at herald@wkuherald.com.

Due to a Herald error,
Bekah Rundall's name was
misspelled and her hometown
was incorrectly identified in a
front page article about a
protest in Tuesday's issue.
Rundall is from Lewisberry, Penn. The Herald regrets the error.
Justin Fowler/Herald
Livermore freshman Keith McElvain lines up a shot while playing pool in the DUC 4th floor
game room. "We've lifted weights, played ball, now we're playing pool," McElvain said.

SHARPTON: Varied ideas
with community leaders Wednesday morning and will then be
available for one-on-one conversations with students from IO to
11:45 a.m. Wednesday in Grise
Hall room 235.
·
Sharpton will also be participating in a community luncheon
at noon on Wednesday; students
interested in attending should
contact Ardrey.
"The purpose of a university
is to introduce students to many
and varied ideas and opinions,"
Ardrey said. "Whether we agree
or disagree, an educated person
should understand, and know,
varied opinions. This is an oppor-

E-mailed bomb threat cancels afternoon classes
BY ABBEY BROWN

Herald repo1ter
Some students got a break
from class yesterday after a bomb
threat was reported in both Cherry
and Tate Page halls.
The Bowling Green Police
Department received atl anonymous e-mail around 1:20 p.m.
yesterday that a bomb was set to
go off at 3 p.m. in both academic
buildings, said University Re-

lations Director Bob Skipper.
After campus police received
the call from BGPD, they
obtained permission from the
building coordinators and Academic Affairs to evacuate the
buildings, Skipper said.
"We were in class, and a fire
alarm went off," said Sebree
freshman Amanda Thornberry.
"Classes were canceled."
The campus police department
called the afternoon shift of offi-

cers in early to help evacuate and
search the buildings while also
ensuring there were officers still
out patrolling, Skipper said.
"Officers searched the buildings and were unable to locate
anything," he said. ''They pulled
back near the deadline, then waited until it passed and then
searched again. Nothing was
found."
The rest of the afternoon,
classes in the two buildings were

tunity for students to hear his
ideas, dreams and hopes for a
better America - an America
that is inclusive of all people."
Security is of a special concern for Sharpton. He recently
had to move a lecture scheduled
in Texas because of threats from
the Ku Klux Klan.
"We are going to provide
security while he is here and
make sure everything goes
smoothly," campus police Chief
Robert Deane said. "We do that
for any person that comes to
campus, if they choose to have
it."

F11 1nn PAGl
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canceled, but night classes were
held. University officials kept the
doors locked until 5 p.m., other
than to let students go back in to
collect belongings.
"Everything is now all clear,"
Skipper said.
He said at this point in time,
there are no leads, but an investigation will be conducted.
Abbey Brown can be reached at
news@wkuherald.com.

Reach Abbey Brown at
news@wkuherald.com.
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Group seeks diversity Writings due Friday
BY JOSEPH LORD

Herald reporter
For those searching for
greater diversity on the Hill, a
forum exists. For minority
groups in need of support, help
exists.
The University Diversity
Advisory Committee was created in December 1998 to help
guide Western's march into the
everincreasing world of cultural
and ethnic diversity.
Since it was established, the
committee has sponsored workshops and awards promoting
diversity to Western 's students,
faculty and staff, said John
Hardin, assistant to the provost
for diversi~ planning and committee co-chair.
"What we're trying to do is
make diversity something that is
campus wide," Hardin said.
While the committee is given
$50,000 by Western to host such
activities, its main purpose is to
advise President Gary Ransdell
on diversity matters, Hardin
said.
The committee focuses on the
Kentucky Plan for Equal
Opportunities, an eight point
mandate requiring state universities to increase their number of
minorities.
Hardin said Ransdell usually

listens to the committee and has
provided it with support.
"So far, I think he's really
been responsive to our concerns," he said.
Howard Bailey, dean of
Student Life, said the committee
is meant to improve the climate
for minorities at Western.
"It is to assist the university in
improving its state of diversity,"
said Bailey, the committee's cochairman until 2000.
Monica Burke, associate
director of Diversity Programs,
said the committee also brings
all diversity forums on the Hill
together in one place.
"We don't need a whole
bunch of spoons in the pot for
stirring," she said. "We only
need one."
The committee is not a decision-making body.
"We do not have the sort of
authority to tell people what to
do," Hardin said.
At Friday's diversity committee meeting, Hardin presented
the committee with a draft of a
"comprehensive diversity plan."
The plan included proposed
goals, objectives and performance indicators to accomplish
diversity.
"The whole plan was really
just a talking point," Hardin said.
The committee decided to

wait on forming a diversity plan
until after the state legislature
decides to revise or end the
Kentucky Plan in March, Hardin
said. Instead, the committee is
working on a diversity checklist
to see what Western is already
doing to address diversity issues.
The committee has 18 members who come from areas such
as the Student Government Association, the Office of Equal
Opportunity and the Bowling
Green Human Rights Commission.
Bailey said the group also
functions as Western 's campus
climate committee, a body the
Council on Post-Secondary
Education requires of state universities.
In 1998, a task force recommended 21 ways Western could
improve diversity relations on
the Hill, Hardin said. Creating
the diversity committee was No.
I on the list.
The diversity committee's
task will never end, Bailey said.
"Since the makeup of the
campus changes constantly, the
task of the committee will be
ongoing," he said.

Reach Joseph Lord at
news@wkuherald.com.

BY

KRISTY

L.

MASON

Herald reporter
Although not every Western
student will publish a novel that
makes The New York Times bestseller list, Western 's English
department is giving students an
opportunity to gain some fame on
campus.
The department is currently
taking writing and art submissions for its literary magazine,
'.Zephyrus.
English professor David
Lenoir, the magazine's adviser,
said Zephyrus started in 1955 to
give students an opportunity to
get their work published. The
magazine showcases students'
poetry, short stories, essays and
art.
The selection process for the
magazine is done solely by volunteer students who are part of the
editorial staff.
Lenoir said that all writing
pieces submitted are given a number to keep the anonymity of the
author during the selection
process.
The editorial staff reads all
submissions and decides the best

(

"Sorry," she said to Harbaugh,
forgetting .she was playing the
role of a police officer.
The primary officers strapped
on body armor and a utility belt
- the equipment each campus
police officer is required to wear.
The participants portraying the
back up officers were in charge of
operating the radio, lights and
sirens on the police cars.
"I really, really wanted to drive
the police car," joked Gilbert Hall
Director Kat Stewart. "You see,
I'm a big fan of 'Law and Order,'
so this kind of thing is very exciting for me."
Stewart and her partner,
ROTC instructor Keyonda
Harper, had to deal with a passenger who drew a weapon, Sims,

I

&.

RILL
1265 College Street
-~-Bowlin

Green, KY 42 0
7 6-4001

dent Trish Lindsey Jaggers won
the Jim Wayne Miller Poetry
Award last year.
"I admire Jim Wayne and his
writing. I have a collection of his
pieces at home." Jaggers said. "It
wasn't the money, it was the
award. It took my breath away
and truly was the apex for my college career."
Jaggers hopes that one day the
Zephyrus will be sold in bookstores and on campus. The limited funding the English department provides limits the possibility.
Lenoir is very pleased with
the growth in the the number and
quality of submissions for the
magazine.
"I plan to get Western students' writing talents showcased
in the future," Lenoir said. "It's
really important to have a venue
for students."
Students who are interested in
submitting works for this year's
magazine should bring their work
to Room 135 in Cherry Hall by
tomorrow.

Reach Kristy Mason at
features@wkuheraid.com.

CoPs: Students enjoy program
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work. Many pieces are submitted
but only 10 percent get published.
Lenoir said there is no specific
criteria for selection except the
quality of the writing.
''The staff is varied and has
varied tastes, so pieces which
make it through the selection
process are generally going to
have some sort of wide appeal,"
he said." ... If writers can connect
to their readers on some level socially, intellectually, creatively
- they've done their job."
Several pieces chosen for publication also receive writing and
art honors.
Rosine junior Alex Taylor has
won the Ladies Literary Club Fiction Award for two consecutive
years. In 2002, Taylor's short
story, "Ferry," won him the
award.
Getting published in '.Zephyrus
was a major accomplishment,
Taylor said.
"When I got published it reaffirmed my endeavor as a writer
and now I feel I actually have a
talent," he said. "I was really
pleased and honored my work
would be recognized."
Smiths Grove graduate stu-

and an uncooperative driver,
Brown, during their traffic stop.
"My heart was racing, and the
adrenaline was pumping," Harper
said. "I never knew what was
going to happen. My mind was
going a hundred different ways."
Harper knew the academy was
going to be fun, but he said he
never imagined it would be like
what he experienced last night.
"They definitely went a step
beyond what I could have imagined," he said. "I hope other students can have the opportunity to
get the insight that I did."
Sgt. Kerry Hatchett and
Harbaugh repeatedly stressed one
idea police officers need to keep
in the back of their minds going home that night.
"You just have to be prepared," Hatchett said. "On every

stop you have to think either there
is drugs, they are drunk or they
have a weapon. You need to
remember that no traffic stop is
routine; it might end routinely,
meaning ' uneventful,' but you
can't go into it thinking it is just
going to be a routine stop."
He hopes the academy will
change people's views of Western's police department.
"A lot of people look at WKU
police as not being police but as
security," Hatchett said. "Hopefully, after activities like this, they
will realize we deal with the same
things (the Bowling Green Police
Department) and other police
departments go through everyday
- fights, drugs and weapons."

Reach Abbey Brown at
news@wkuherald.com.
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"Congress shall make no law ...
abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press ... "
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Opi11ion editor Daniel Pike:
herald@wkuherald.com
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Letter from the editor

Thankfully, It Didn't Go This Way ...

Herald must be an open forum
Free speech is a wonderful thing.
It allows us to protest impending
war in Iraq, suggest the governor
resign and question authority at any
level.
It gives us the freedom to disagree.
Anyone has the right to say what
they want, when they want, however
they want - within the limits of libel
and good taste, as long as others'
rights aren't trampled.
With that in mind, the Herald
wants to clear up a few misconceptions based on Tuesday's opinion
page.
Zak Cummins, a junior print journalism major from Fredonia, wrote a
commentary expressing his opinion 9f
Martin Luther King Jr. It was an opinion that many found unsettling or
downright disgusting.
Cummins is not a Herald staff
member nor is he a regular Herald
columnist, such as Hollan Holm or
Kyle Hightower. Like any piece
labeled "commentary," the opinions
expressed are the writer's and only
his.A commentary in no way expresses the feelings of the Herald, the
writer's academic department or
hometown.
The Herald's opinions are labeled
"editorials." A sentence at the end reit-

Think about it. Do you really
want me to decide which
point of view will be
published in the
Herald this semester?
erates that the opinion expressed represents the Herald editorial board's
opinion.
Some have suggested the Herald
should not publish opinions we don't
agree with. Think about it. Do you
really want me to decide which point
of view will be published in the
Herald this semester?
·
That's neither the role of a free
press nor is it a healthy attitude on a
university campus that should be fostering critical thinking and lively discussion.
We want the Herald's opinion page
to be a forum for discussion. We want
readers to share their feelings on
issues they find important.As with letters, we do have the right to edit or not
publish any submission.
A commentary is simply a longer
version of a letter to the editor, with
the writer's picture. Letters to the editor this semester have ranged in topics

These letters are in response to
7.ak Cummins' commentary titled
"Student objects to MLK legacy,"
which appeared in the Tuesday,
Feb.18 edition ofthe Herald.

have friends who are less than
perfect. One example comes to
mind: Jesus.
♦ The rioting quotation was
taken out of context. See MLK's
"A Letter from Birmingham Jail."
King did not support violence, but
'Disgusted' by
he did warn that some people
would resort to violence out of
King portrayal
desperation.
He wasn't advocatI am appalled, disgusted and a
ing anything. He was stating a
number of other angry adjectives
concerning your hurtful portrayal fact that had been empirically
proven.
of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
♦ The Web site Cummins
It's fitting that some white kid
cited contends that King may
with access to a public forum like
the Herald would use his voice to have had an affair. Even if this is
try and decimate the character of true, how does it make King's
one of the few positive African- work any less important? It doesn't change what he did. Ironically,
American
role
this has happened
models we have.
a time or two
I appreciate the
Despite your
before. Look at
way he thinks the
former
President
whole world is assertions against his
Bill
Clinton,
stupid and he is
credibility,
King
was
Kentucky
Gov.
somehow in-thePaul Patton or
know by implying
awarded his
countless other
that King and his
public officials.
doctorate.
That
cronies duped us
♦
Finally,
into
thinking means he's onePh.D.
look to the one
King's some kind
source
from
of
of faultless god.
which all of this
The love and
ignorant columnist. evidence was
respect we have
taken. The Web
for him is in his
site calls the civil rights movemessage, and it far outweighs any ment "un-American and subverindiscrepancies you vomit out in
your obvious attempt to discredit sive," and a Communist plot to
him because he's black and he's destabilize America. It contends
that the MLK holiday opens the
ours.
door
to revolution and progress. It
No, I take that back. I don't
implies
that people who are
know what the reason behind
your seventh grade-level (com- oppressed don't care, and the civil
rights movement is just "dirty
mentry) is, and I don't care.
My question is, why chose Commies" starting trouble.
The webmaster, Vincent
black history month to suddenly
Breeding, works for the White
come into the know?
And why not present a more Nationalist News Agency. The
positive message about an African domain name is Stormfront,
American? That is what this which boasts the slogan "White
month calls for, not poorly dis- Pride World Wide."
Let's keep the hate speech out
guised bigotry.
of the Herald.
Reba Gatewood
Jenny Corum
Bowling Green freshman
Auburn sophonwre,
Misty Gilmore
Keep hate out
Elizabethtown junior

ahead a certain

of the Herald

There are a few flaws in
Cummins' article that should be
addressed.
♦ The article criticizes Martin
Luther King Jr. for having friends
who were associated with
Communism. First of all, has this
been proven? Why are there no
examples? Second, lots of people

King was imperfect,
but so what?
At once, Zak Cummins
achieved two goals.
First, his column on Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. was the most
botched, misguided and downright stupid collection of words

from student parking to housing to
the war in Iraq. Many of those letters
offer opposing viewpoints and have
started discussion among Herald
readers.
We will coutinue to run letters and
commentaries that showcase both
popular and unpopular sentiments.
We'd rather you evaluate the opinions instead of us choosing which side
you '11 hear.
But there's a distinction between
something that is a blatant lie and
someone's opinion. The Herald will
not run anything that we can prove to
be false.
Anyonecansubrnitacommentary
for publication, and we encourage students, faculty, staff and alumni to do
so.
We don't want any confusion. For
that reason, the Herald has adopted a
new policy. At the end of each commentary, a line will be added explaining that the views expressed in the
piece are those of the writer alone.
We're glad that you're reading our
paper, and we encourage you to keep
writing in. It's your right.
And as long as there is free speech,
we'll be here to listen.

- Erica Walsh, editor-in-chief

Thanks to Western for being up
nt about the mold in Schneider Hall
not secretive and tight-lipped.
Congrats to the women's swim
am for its Sun Belt championship,
other milestone in Westem's ban°:er
ason in the pool.
Way to go, Western, for providing
0,000 for government internships.
perience is as important as education,
and it's nice that the school recognizes this.
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I've ever read.
campus. Well, congratulations,
Second, he makes me you've succeeded at being a jerk.
ashamed to be a Western alumMLK is recognized because he
nus, for fear that others think his had a vision. Dr. King made peoridiculous views are similar to my ple realize that their lives were
own.
worth more than back doors and
No matter what side of the low-class education. He made
political fence you're on, I think other races see that black people
we can agree that it is important had nothing to be ashamed of and
for society to present young peo- there was no reason why we
ple with positive role models.
should be treated like it. What has
Dr. King tried to make Mr. Cummins contributed to the
America a country not of violence world around you besides negaand hatred, but of understanding tive commentaries?
God's love for all people.
Every time I go home to
You claimed to be a print jour- Mississippi and listen to my
nalism major, so I immediately grandmother's stories about
took notice. Check with some growing up, every time I see the
professors about the brilliance of family members who ran as far as
centering your research around Detroit and Los Angeles to get
some wacko's private Web site. away from the hatred, and every
Read a few more books - maybe ti.me I realize that I will never
even some reputable ones. What have to live the life they lived, I
you find out might surprise you.
will remember Dr. King's dream.
Why should anyone care what
And I will celebrate, with or
MLK's legal name was? And without you.
despite your assertions against his
Sylvia Johnson
credibility, King was awarded his
Louisville senior
doctorate. That means he's one
PhD. ahead of a certain ignorant
Cummins Ignored
columnist.
And even if King had an affair basic facts
or was involved in plagiarism, so
Was Martin Luther King Jr. a
what? No one mistakes King for perfect man? Of course not. But
Jesus.
are any of us?
King was an imperfect man.
Cummins'
commentary
But rather than detracting from ignores some basic facts as to why
his peaceful legacy, perhaps his King has a day in his honor.
imperfection adds something to it.
Without the work of King ...
Joe Cox
♦ Numerous aspects of our
Louisville alumnus
culture would still be separate and
unequal.
♦ African Americans would
Cummins succeeded
still not be able to vote across the
only at being a jerk
South.
Every time someone succeeds,
♦ A large segment of our socisomeone else is always there ety would still be treated as lesswaiting to bring them down.
than-second-class citizens.
It's obvious that Mr. Cummins
I do not know Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. 's personal history, thinks these facts have no merit.
but I do know the difference And while King may have said a
between my life and the life my riot is "the language of the
father lived growing up in rural unheard," I cannot recall an
Mississippi. And that is why we instance when he called for riots,
as King's tactics of civil disobedicelebrate MLK Day.
Moral character is not the only ence were based on a model of
reason King is worthy of Gandhi.
Perhaps Cummins would preacknowledgement. If that were
the case, then every president, fer a holiday in honor of someone
senator, congressman, governor else.
What about Trent Lott and
and mayor that participated in,
condoned, or encouraged slavery Strom Thurmond Day? After all,
should be wiped from our history if Thurmond had been elected, we
wouldn't have all these problems.
books.
You just found the chance to Right,Zak?
Or
George
Wallace
sling some dirt and strike the
nerves of every black student on Segregation Today, Segregation

Tops and Bottoms •••
.r/
y_J

Thumbs-up to the 2,000-or-so students
who've bought Nappy Roots tickets.

Thumbs-down to the 2,000-or-so students
who haven't bought Nappy Roots tickets. It'll
be an embarassment if Western can't sell its
allotment.
Boo to the wintry weather that is holding up
repairs to the Creason lot. This campus could
certainly use the extra parking spaces.

Article I: Freedom
of Speech ...
Unless lt:S Offensive...
Next up: Article V:
Innocent until
Proven Guilty...
Unless...

·-

"\)\<.A f1t N& Of
11\f ~ll'-0~

Tomorrow, Segregation Forever
Day, because that Commie King
did nothing for the advancement
of basic human rights. Right,
Zak?
Or what about Tum Back the
Clock and Break Out Your White
Sheet Retro Day! While a "degenerate adulterer" certainly doesn't
deserve a day in his honor, cowards who hide behind white sheets
and terrorize innocent people do.
Right, Zak?
And the last time I checked,
President's Day honors not only
George Washington, butAbraham
Lincoln and our other past presidents.
But maybe you'd like that
changed to Bull Connors Day.
David Serafini
Instructor
Department of History

the earth is flat" and that the
Holocaust was a hoax that never
occurred.
My main concern is not Mr.
Cummins' views but rather the
way he chose to support them.
The lesson here: Don't believe
everything you read on the
Internet. Since Cummins is a junior, one would think he would
have learned as much by now.
Clarissa Jackson
Frankfort senior

Writer should
learn to verify facts

Poet Edith Sitwell once said,
"The public will believe anything,
so long as it is not founded in
fact."
Sadly, when I opened The
Herald on Tuesday, I realized the
truth of that statement.
When I read the opinion piece
Author should have
by
Zak Cummins, I was comchecked his sources
pelled to check his "credible"
As suggested by Mr. Cummins Internet source.
in the Feb. 18 commentary
When I first viewed
"Student Objects to MLK MartinLutherKing.org I was
Legacy," I checked out the Web greeted with a banner that read
site that he credited as
"New Rap Lyrics."
reliable information.
That
immediately
What I found
(The
Web
site)
raised an eyebrow, as
shocked me, not only
most credible, scholarwas not
because of content, but
ly Web sites do not
because Mr. Cummins supported by a
offer links to the
took all that was reportgroup,
but
newest Eminem or 50
ed on the Web site as
Cent
lyrics.
rather by a
gospel truth.
I
continued to
The Web site proman by the
explore, and was
vided is supported by a
J1ame of David greeted with quotes
group called the "Civil
that supposedly motiDuke...fonner
Rights Library."Aside
vate
African
from not providing any
GrandWwmi
Americans to rape and
type of contact inforof the
murder white people.
mation, they do not
As I continued to
Ku
Klux
Klan.
state a purpose for its
click,
I was amazed to
creation, as most credifind articles from forble Web sites do.
As I continued to explore the mer Grand Wizard of the Ku Klux
Web site, I realized why. It was Klan David Duke and a libelous
not supported by a group, but article that claimed author Alex
rather by a man by the name of Haley plagiarized his novel,
David Duke. A closer look "Roots."
I am not angered by
revealed that Duke is a white
supremacist who is not only anti- ~mrnins' statements, merely his
African American, but also anti- ignorance when choosing a "credible" source.
Semitic.
Perhaps he should learn to verDuke is a former Grand
Wizard of the Kti Klux Klan and ify his sources or even to infonn
currently describes himself as an the reader that his piece is based
"activist for the rights of upon the ideologies of current and
European Americans." He further former members of the Ku Klux
states on the Web site that "belief Klan.
in racial equality is the modem
Alaina Green
scientific equivalent of believing
Livermore senior
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PLAN: 'Devastating'

xpress Tan

Travel the
Globe..

::::0

28 Beds
No Appointment Needed!

~

l-:
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Study Abroad in

Spain•Morroco•Portugal
Informational Session
422 EST at 4 PM Thursday
Scott Dobler 745-7078
www.wku.edu/geoweb/study_abroad.htm

e

Early Bird Special 7-llam

~
$3.50 per session (Deluxe Units Only)
~

;2 •

• Sorority Merchandise Available
10% ofT any packages & products not already on sale
(with WKU ID)
• 15% off with Sorority Letters on packages &
products not already discounted

»

Convenient Hours
Monday-Friday 7am-l0pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-7pm
Open 7 days a week
2495

Scottsville Rd
783-0 I 07

..._........,.,........~...,_....,rn.....The K-Mart Shol[>i12.S, Center ,._,...,__,....,.,,_..... ii"
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Your Family's Health:

Own It.

At Service One, You Can.

SERVICE

ONE

I
I

I

I

•, I
I
I

One Doctor's Specialty.

I.

)';

Introducing Dr. Tim Long, your whole family's family doctor,
originally from Scottsville, Kentucky, and a graduate of
Allen County-Scottsville High School. Dr. Long received his
Bachelors degree from Western Kentucky University and
his M.D. from the University of Louisville School of Medicine.
Dr. Long provides hospital care at both The Medical Center and
Greenview Regional Hospital.

CREDIT
UNION

Owned
ByThe
Members
We Serve.

some high points for Western including money for construction
projects.
The House budget includes
$155 million in agency bonding
authority, where stale universities
would be able to issue bonds for
construction projects, Taylor said.
Such funds may be used to
expand the parking structure or
begin the second phase of the
Downing University Center renovation.
Also, the state's matching
funds program, Bucks for Brains,
will be funded with $120 million
through bonds from the state,
Taylor said.
The University of Kentucky
and the University of Louisville,
the state's research institutions,
will share $100 million, Taylor
said. The other state universities,
including Western, will share the
program's remaining funds.
Western would get about $4.6
million from the program, Taylor
said. That money would go into
endowments for faculty positions
and scholarships.
Despite the hit higher education may take, Taylor said the
House plan spares K-12 education from cuts. About 20,000
teachers rallied in Frankfo11 last
week urging legislators not to cut
K-12 education.
The Senate has taken the
House's plan and has begun using
it to form their own version,
Taylor said.
"I think there are some things
the Senate might want to make

recommended
SOIH!IIUEO FR01 t"OHT PAGE

.,,

Dr. Tim Long
Private Family Practice
Ford Plaza • Bowling Green, Kentucky

270.746.5455
,11 J

LOCATED AT THE COBALT CLUB
538STATESTREET

GREAT

Tonight
ol

s5 All You Care To Drink All Night

t, '

Friday is Greek Night
5

11

1 Drafts
5
1 Shot Specials (from the girls)
s1so Wells
s2 so Red Bull Drinks
s2 Red Headed Shots on tap
s2 so Jager Shots
s3 so Jager Bombs

·I

Saturday Night
I '

;
x,

Top Shelf Night
All You Care To Drink All Night Just s10!
Top Shelf 9 p.m. - 11 :30 p.m.

Pouring Bacardi, Skyy Vodka
& Jim Beam
Well & Drafts from 11 :30 until close
THAT' S RIGHT
All the Bacardi, Skyy & Jim Beam you care
to drink for $10 from 9 to 11:30! But it
doesn't stop there, you can keep drinking
wells & drafts from 11 :30 to close.

e

February 28

March 1

Keg Race
5
200- l st prize

Pirate & Wench Night

Prizes For the
best costume

lot, but workers are trying to maximize spaces. He said the parking
structure holds about 1,000 cars.
Biggs is expecting about 6,000
to 7,000 fans to attend Westem's
games and is unsure about attendance at games for the other 20
Sun Belt teams.
"This is what happens to a
commtmity;•~ Laves said. "We, all
live together, and ·every now and
then something is going to happen where we b1ing in a whole
bunch of people.
"If you have a family reunion,
you let the guests park in the drive
and put the family cars on the
street."

really need to consider using the
shuttle service and car pooling."
Assistant Athletics Director
Craig Biggs said Diddle lot will
be completely reserved for game
officials, visiting teams, conference officers, the media and Iuxu, J;}I box.))Q.lc,lern. J'ne f~w remain, ing spo~ ,wijl })\, ,divided b~t:\',/een
tournam~nt ~mployee&. ,and
Hilltopper Athletic Foundation
members.
HAF parking will only be designated in the Diddle lot - other
lots used by HAF members during home basketball games will
be used as regular campus parking.
Wallace said there are about Reach Jessica Sasseen at
350 spaces available in the Diddle news@wkuherald.com.

1212 Ashley Circle, Suite S

?I.

Reach Joseph Lord at
news@wkuherald.com.

GAMES: Car pools

• Now taking appointments for new patients
• Office hours are Monday - Friday, 9 am - 5 pm
• All ages accepted--infancy to geriatrics

h.

some changes in, but overall, in
the circumstances, I think they
did a fairly good job," said Sen.
Richie Sanders, R-Franklin, who
is chairman of the Senate budget
committee.
Taylor said she expects the
Senate will also approve a $1.4
million cut in Westem's funding
for this fiscal year. The Senate
may try to find more money to
give Western for next year.
"That's my hope," Taylor said.
The House budget plan has
none of the tax increases Patton
proposed earlier this month,
Sanders said.
Sanders expects the Senate
will pass a budget by next week.
"I'm hopeful they can overcome the losses that we faced in
the House version," Ransdell
said.
The budget will then go to a
joint conference committee,
Sanders said. The conference
committee will work out the differences between the two chambers' budget~ and send a final
draft back to the House and
Senate for approval.
Sanders said he expects the
General Assembly to pass a budget by the middle of March. Both
the House and Senate must pass
the final budget with a three-fifths
majority.
"It's the most challenging
budget since I've been around the
General Assembly," said Sanders,
who has been a legislator for
more than 12 years.

SHOWTIMES
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21ST THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 27TH
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Columnist offers suggestions for dorm life at \\Jestern
BY HOLLAN HOLM

Herald reporter
If you're taking the campus
tour right now and reading this
column, you're probably a senior in high school.
If you're taking the tour in
February of your senior year when you should be doing as
little as possible in your hallowed classrooms then
you're just the kind of nerd
who needs to read this.
Apparently,
you,
high
school senior, are pretty smart.
("Purty smart," if you leave
two golf tees in that game on
the tables at Cracker Barrel.)
Being so cerebrally-gifted
means you are a top recruit for
Western's new Bates-Runner
Hall.
This new dorm - don't be

SUPERPICKS
Hollan Holm
confused when you hear it
called a "residence hall,"
nobody "cool" calls it that will house only smart kids like
you. It's all a part of Housing
and Residence Life's plan to
make you well adjusted in your
first foray into campus life.
In exchange for a high ACT
score and an essay, you' II get to
live with a horde of other smart
people your age. You'll all

bond together and become really close taking three classes
with the same people every
week for an entire semester.
But don't be fooled by HRL
(pronounced like the synonym
for puking or how rapper Nelly
would pronounce hell). You
don't need this so-called "actually nice-looking" dorm to succeed academically at Western.
In fact, you' II probably be better off without it.
We have a variety of other
housing choices for you here at
Western that, if you squint, are
just as survivable as this socalled "actually nice-looking"
dorm.
Consider the lilies of
Douglas Keen Hall (Dorm
motto: "Who needs women?").
It's got both a short side and a
tall side and is located almost

as far from those pesky classrooms as you can get. It's the
prime property to choose if you
want to really escape from a
hard day of Freshman Seminar
and Fundamentals of Public
Speaking class.
Need another gender? Try
on for size the 27 floors of
Pearce-Ford Tower (Dual dorm
mottoes: "Bigger definitely is
better" and "More stairs equals
more fun"). It's chock full of
older men and women to tug at
your freshman heartstrings.
Need more decor in your
dorm? Poland Hall (Motto:
"Now Communism free") has
all the Eastern bloc and cinder
block charm you'll ever need.
It's the private bathrooms
that are the problems in the socalled "actually nice-looking"
dorm that will hurt your transi-

tion to campus.
Without community showers, you'll miss out on all the
latest gossip and conversation.
You'll be denied the soothing
water temperature variation of
igloo-cold to Hades-hot water
when toilets flush anywhere in
the building.
Also, how will you be
inspired to win the Nobel Prize
for physics by figuring out
where to cram all that stuff you
thought you would use, but
really didn't need, when you
packed to go to school? The
new dorms and their storage
space will push Ogden College
of Science and Engineering
behind the rest of the world.
Do Western and yourself a
favor when you fill out those
applications to live in the fancy
new dorms. Fill it out putting

your correct ACT, awards, honors and other information, just
don't put your name. Then
write the essay to the best of
your ability. Now out of protest
to HRL put this name on the
application: Hollan Holm.
Don't misspell it, and HRL will
know exactly what they can do
with those dorms.

Pick 0' the Week
♦Division 16 and its hard
rock sounds will be in Bowling
Green this weekend. There's no
cover for this and their set will
begin at 9 p.m. each night at the
Spillway. Get this, it's a bar and
a grill.

Hollan Holm is so quick that
when he turns out the lights
hollanholm@hotmail.com is in
bed before it gets dark.

~ MAYO CLINIC

Nursing
Embark

Tonight:

on an Adventure

Mayo Clinic Nursing offers unparalleled opportunities for career
mobility and growth. At Mayo Clinic, you have the opportunity to
practice your profession in a world-renowned medical center with
a reputation for high standards, where nursing practice is closely
integrated with advanced education and research programs. Our
hospitals are acute-care, teaching facilities where quality nursing
is our tradition and mission. Mayo Clinic Nursing has received the
Magnet Hospital Recognition Status for Excellence in Nursing
Service. Magnet Status is the highest recognition awarded by the
American Nurses Credentialing Center for excellence in nursing
service and professional growth. To learn more about nursing
opportunities for new grads, please visit our website at

Penny Beers w/ FLOORD

Tuesday: 2 for 1 Corona, Free Pool
Music by Two Kings

Friday:

$2

www.mayoclinic.org
Mayo Cllnlc
Rochester, MN
Phone: 800-562-7984
Fax: 507-266-3168
e-mail: careers@mayo.edu

Refer to Job posting #03-39. UWKU
Mayo Clinic is an affirmative action and
equal opportunity educator and en:iployer.
1
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The Fresh Food Company
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Topper Cafe
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'Cry Havoc'
draws crowd
By ZACH

MILLS

Some members of the
audience did not care for the
There was standing room scene. McLean County freshon!y as a crowd filled Gordon man Andy Bandiver didn 't
Wilson Hall Theatre last like the homosexual side.
Thursday to watch "C
Bandiver had to come to the
Ha
"
ry
. voe, a play written and play for his English class,
d1rected by Tom Coash.
where he read the entire
The play, a combination of script.
Some
people,
like
~ lov~ story between two men
sophomore
m Cairo and the politics and Elizabethtown
Ryan Hauenstein, weren't
terrorism in the Middle East
emphasized emotional theme~ offended by the play's homosexual characters.
like fear and anger.
"It didn ' t bother me,"
"Fear always comes from
the unknown, things we don't Hauenstein said.
He said he enjoyed the part
k~ow,". Coash said in a panel
d1scuss10n following the play. when Nicholas' character got
In the director's note list- naked because of the funny
ed in the program, Coash facial expressions - mainly
explained the purfrom the men in
pose of "Cry
the room - that
Havoc."
seemed to be plas"This play tries
tered on the faces
to put a human
of the audience.
face on violent
Hauenstein gave
political action so
"Cry Havoc" an 8
that we realize
out of IO ranking.
that the people
-TomCoash
"It was one of
committing these
playwright and director the better ones
acts are part of
I've seen here," he
our world, part of
said.
humanity - not
Throughout the
faceless, mindless creatures two-hour performance, stuof some ' Axis of Evil,"' he dents laughed at the creative
said in the note.
wit of the characters, paused
At 8 p.m., foreign music in quiet suspense during draplayed in the background as matic scenes and gave the
students mingled in anticipa- play roaring applause.
tion of the play. Then the
After the play, most stulights dimmed and the music dents left satisfied with their
faded.
$6 investment.
The play was filled with
"I liked it," said Scottsville
wit, charm, profanity and freshman Jennifer Murley. "It
nudity. There was a scene was different. I liked the
when one of the main charac- quotes they added to give it a
ters, Nicholas, played by sarcastic feel. It was a play on
Gravelswitch junior Ryan words."
Lanham, undressed and calmly and confidently delivered Reach Zach Mills at
his lines.
features@wkuhe raid. com.

Herald reporter

Brian Leddy/Herald
Radcliff freshman Danica Jackson talks at the "It's Not All Black and White" forum held at DUC Tuesday night. Jackson, who is biracial, said, "I never noticed I was a different color than my mom till someone pointed it out. I never really felt I had to choose sides."

"Fear always

comes from the

unknown, things
we don't know,"

'

,

I

Forum discusses biracial issues
BY CASSIE RILEY

Herald Reporter
The group was small, but
diverse, fitting for the topic at
hand, "It's Not All Black and
White."
Psychology professor Kelly
Madole led the discussion, highlighting the views and attitudes
of mixing cultures Tuesday night
at Downing University Center.
Madole is biracial, her grandfather being half black and half
white.
"Western counts me as black
,when it comes to the black faculty," she said. "But do I add to the
diversity of Western just because
I can check that box? I don't
know."
Madole said, regardless of

appearance, biracial individuals
sometimes have a hard time
identifying themselves when it
comes to race.
"Race isn't as clean cut as we
thought it was," said Radcliff
freshman Danica Jackson, who
is biracial.
A conflict occurs when a biracial individual needs to fill out
forms that ask for race.
"If 1 just leave it 'white,' then
an1 I rejecting a part or me?"
Madole asked.
Jackson said she was never
really sure of what box to lill in
when she was a child, so she didn' t fi ll any, unless there was one
specifically marked "Other."
While adu lts have their own
perception on race, children
seem to have a different one.

"I never noticed 1 was a dif- "People say you're white
ferent color than my mom until because the way you dress. but
someone pointed it out," Jackson I'm not. I'm mixed."
said. "She's just my mom.''
Even some who aren't biraMadole explained that chil- cial feel that pressure, said
senior Careese
dren don 't seem to notice racial Louisville
differences
when
they're Cannon.
"People are like ·You're
younger, but they begin to lose
black,
so you need to be listening
their ftiends of different races at
to
this
kind of music and you
about the age of IO or 11 and
have
to
hang with us,"' she said.
associate with their own race.
'That doesn' t make me some
Biracial children may have a
kind of freak just because I don't
hard Lime deciding which group watch BET all day."
they supposedly belong to, she
Cannon said she sometimes
said.
felt li ke she was biracial, even
Jackson said whi le she never though she wasn't.
really felt she had to choose
"It isn't always about race,"
sides, she sometimes felt a little she said. "You have to look at the
tom because it seemed that some situation at the time:·
people didn't understand.
"They think l'm everything Reach Cassie Riley at
else bu mixed," she. said. featunt~.@wkuhemld.com.
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Every woman is unique. And, every stage of a woman's life is
different.
The physicians and staff of ~omen's Health Specialists are
dedicated to caring for the unique healthcare needs of women
throughout their lives, including the active and sometimes
challenging college years.
women's Health Specialists will work with ea~h young '.".oman .
individually to provide her with the health services and information
necessary to tackle all the new experiences associated with college
life. They offer a full spectrum of care from routine ~xams,_ such as
annual pap smears and prevention screenings, to d1scuss1ons on
various birth control options. Obstetrical care for expectant mothers
and surgical procedures for gynecological problems are also
provided if needed.
Women's Health Specialists participates with most major insurance
companies.

Jeffery W. Nemec, MD • Philip N. Priebe, MD
Deborah A. Kasica, MD • Devin G. Trevor, MD

~~~~ea& Er'~
Located next to The Medical Center

Medical Arts Building • 350 Park Street, Suite 203
Bowling Green, KY 42101 • (270) 781-0075

Dorm Special

Carry Out Special

2Large
1 topping

1 Large
1 topping

~

$11.99

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Offer expires 3-4-2003
Valid onl) at Rus$<!llvlllc Rood locntion

Dorm & Academic Buildings Only
C.:OUl)Oll Requirtd.
Vulid onl)' at panic1paung loc,111ons, Cuc..tvrn\:r
pay~ .ill npplii.:al'\k ...1lcs l.t\. !'\\ll \>,thd Y. ith .my.
bu) one gel one fn.-c oiler. Ou~ t.:\lUpon per iirJl'r
Minimum tkli\'Cf)' order lll $.'i (lr mort·

~

"An" JO

,:c!'c:::::r::.:1H===---

$6.99
I
I
I
I
I
I
~I
I

Offer expire, J-l-2(HIJ
Vnlid onl) al Ru"dlvllle Road locution

t·ou1J,1111 R:l.-quln.-d.
\ aliJ onl\. JI p;arl1l ,ra,1111,g loc 1t1llns Cus1omcr
p,1)"11 all ui,plic.thl~ ,.1lcs 1a,
,.11111 I.I.Ith
bu) one- gt'l llllt frtc ulfcr. Or~ cC1upo11 rcrmJcr

~o,

iln) l!.-~===,
vAtaJO

'""~·~~~~-----~·-----\1mimum tk-h\cl') llrJtt of

so:. or 1nor('

.a....-------~---------·

Add Chicken Strips
& 2 liter to any
order for only

$5.99
Offer n1,ires J,4,200.l
Valid only at Russell\ Ille Road locution

Coupon Required.
Valid only 111 pnnicipJllll!f. hx·.11ion~ .Cu,tmner ~
payii, all applicable -.ale." li.l\. ~ot valid "1th an} . ::::buy one gel one free olkr. One i.:oupon per ordl·1
Minimum dt.!111wcry order ol S5 or mor(

• J BRs
-=-~-=="=~1111

-!P'~

Large Specialty
Pilla

I

u $12.99
I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

Offer oplrt, 3-1-200.,
Valid onl) at Ru,,elh Ille Road location
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FIU: Lady Toppers

THE POTTERY COTTAGE
20% off
Lots ofEaster items Including baskets and anything
else you want!

looking for support
Continued From Back Page

3 0 % Off with groups of8 or more.
Paint your own or customization available.

"Paint your own pottery studio"

one of her best games of the
year in Miami, scoring 23
points.
The team also tallied a season-low eight turnovers.
Cowles said protecting the
basketball and using a transition defense are important. And
a little help from the Diddle
Arena fans couldn't hurt.
"I think it's going to be
whoever takes care of the basketball and limits the other
team to one shot," she said. "I
think (playing at home) is
huge. I think a lot of teams
that we play aren't used to
having the type (of) fan support that we have.
"I would love to get as
many students as we can in
the stands, as well as our local
community members, to help
the Lady Toppers get this
win."

Junior guard Elisha Ford was
forced to miss the North
Texas game due to bronchitis,
but she played in the last two
Lady Topper victories.
Covington said the team is
not completely healthy, but it
is at one of its best levels since
the winning streak began. She
also stresses her team's drive
to better itself instead of worrying about its opponent.
"FIU has always been the
same," Covington said. "They
always have a really good
post. I think the main thing
why we're on this big run is
that we're not worried about
what the other teams are
doing, but we're worrying
about what we need to do as a
team."
Repeating the magic from
the last meeting may be the
easiest way for Western to get
a second victory.
Tiffany Porter-Talbert had

Mon-Thurs 12-8 • Fri-Sat 10-1 0 • Sun 1-6
943 E, 11th Street • 842-1800

Put a little Sunshine
in your lnbox.

What's New at

The Boomerang?

HIGH: 84
LOW: 62

Fun Gift

,d's y,ees
y,u,"
llepl.lb/;

k

Soy Candles

Coftea

Receive Local Weather Updates via Email.
Not to mention Headline News, College Sports,
Campus Calendar, Daily Horoscope, and more ...

Wed-Sat
l0AM-5 PM

782-7459
735 E. 12th St.

Reach J. Michael Moore at
sports@wkuherald.com.

MORE>>>>>

Items

► Sport&Brief
Carlisle Towery, Westem's
first two-time All-American and
the first Hilltopper to score 1,000
career points, will have a jersey
bearing his number, 42, retired
during halftime ceremonies of the
Western-Ball State ESPN Bracket

Buster Saturday. Tipoff for that
contest is set for 3 p.m. at Diddle
Arena.
Towery will be the sixth former Hilltopper basketball great to
be honored in this fashion.
- Kyle Hightower

COLLEGE HEIGHTS HERALD ONLINE

Register Today at
www.wkuherald.com

www.WKUHERALD.COM

BAR~

GRILL
ollege Street
Bowling Green, KY 42101
796-4001

Live Entertainment Nightly!

REOPENING FOR LUNCH ON

MONDAY, FEBR RY 24
at 11:00 a.m.
'

r------------------------------------~
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Buy One

Lunch Entree

Get One

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

-t
. ------- - - - -- - ----- - - - - -- - - --- - -- -- - - - ..
Clean Newly Renovated, Fun Atmosphere! • Expires 3.1.03

The New Place In Bowling GreenTo Be Seen!
Have You Been Seen Lately?
Entertainment Starts Nightly at 9 p.m.
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Getting closer to sweet victory,
Western drops FIU 71-58
BY DANNY SCHOENBAECHLER

Herald reporter
When this season began, every Western fan and basketball fans everywhere, for that matter
were certain the Toppers would cruise to the Sun
Belt Conference championship.
The two-time defending East Division champs
returned four starters. But after losing U1cir top two
players to injury, this championship may be tile
most satisfying.
It was definitely tile most difficult.
The Hilltoppers dismantled Florida International
71 -58 last night in Miami to clinch at least a share
of tile division crown.
"We're probably as proud oftilis as any we have
won," head coach Dennis Felton said. "I'm really
proud of tilis team."
As tiley have much of tile season, the Toppers
relied on a sophomore to carry them to victory.
Patrick Sparks dropped 20 points and three
assists on tile Panthers for his second straight 20point performance.
"Early on, we got off to a good start," he said.
''They got close for a minute, but we hit some
shots."
Western (18-8 overall, 10-2 Sun Belt) was 23-41
from the floor for 56 percent, but FIU wasn't far
behind, hitting 46 percent of its attempts.

The

Best
Pizzas
Under
One
Roof!
111

Felton said he was pleased with his team's perfonnance. which was watched by 689 fans in
Miami .
"We were totally consistent at attacking them,"
he said. "To win this game by 13 is a blowout. it's
an absolute blowout."
HU only gives up an average of 63 point, a
game. making Western's 71 even more impressive.
The Toppers will now tum their attention to
Bracket Buster Saturday. They will play Ball State
in Diddle An:na at 3 p.m.
The Cardinals have stumbled to a 12-12 record.
largely in patt because of the loss of their top player, Theron Smith, to injury.
Felton, though. isn't sympathetic.
"I really don't feel bad for tilem," he said. "Not
after what we \:e been through tilis year.
Next week will feature two tough Sun Belt
games as the Toppers try to win the conference
championship outright. Western will travel to
Lafayette, La., on Wednesday to battle West
Division champ Louisiana-Lafeyeue and tilcn welcome Middle Tennessee to Diddle on Saturday.
"There wa, a lot to play for tonight," Sparks
said. "But we don't want to share anytiling."
Reach Danny Schoenbaechler at
sports@wkuherald.com.

Storm of anticipation brewing on Hill
Season opener against
Redbirds Saturday
BY MICHAEL CASAGRANDE

Herald reporter
A rain-soaked tarp covered
the infield at Nick Denes Field
today in anticipation for some
kind of stonn.
What kind of storm is still up
for debate.
Western is planning to open
its home schedule at 2 p.m.
tomorrow against Illinois State,
but Mother Nature may have
other plans. The National
Weather Service is calling for
temperatures in the lower 50's
with a 60 percent chance of rain.
"We need some help from the
weather, but we can't controf
that," head coach Joel Murrie
said. "We can get the field in
shape if we get some cooperation
from Mother Nature."
Even with the chance of a

WWW. WKUHERALD.COM

weekend washout, you won't
find the Toppers watching tile
Weather Channel. Coming off a
series at Central Florida where
Western won two of three, the
Toppers are focused on the
Redbirds.
Illinois State was picked to
finish seventh in the Missouri
Valley Conference and is coming
off a 24--30 season in which the
Redbirds lost 17 of 34 road
games, but Murrie is not overlooking this weekend's opponent.
"Nothing is a given," he said.
"I would have felt Central
Florida, going into the series,
tilought they would win at least
two out of three against us."
Because it is only U1c end of
February, Mun-ie does not expect
a sell-out crowd for any of the
early sea-;on home games.
But he hopes to draw a few
Western fans to the baseball
game before tilcy head to the 3
p.m. Topper ba~kctbaJI game at
Diddle Arena.
Freshman standout Tim

Grogan is slated to make his first
appearance at Denes Field this
weekend. The slugging third
baseman doesn't expect tile chilly
weather will hurt tile team.
"We are used to playing in tilis
weather," Grogan said. "All
spring we have been inside, but
we have been outside a couple of
times."
Playing in the cool, damp
weather, pitching and defense
become keys to victory, both of
which tile Toppers used to tanle
tile Golden Knighl~.
Senior Mau Wilhite was
named the Sun Belt Conference's
Pitcher of the Week following a
nearly spotless weekend. Wilhite
allowed only one run in 7 .2
innings on tile mound, picking up
his 13th career save in a 4--2 season opening win Friday.
The three-game series will
conclude witil a J p.m. showdown Sunday at Denes Field.

Reach Michael Casagrande
at :;po11s@wkuherald.com.
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FOR RENT

SPRING BREAK

SPRING BREAK

HELP WANTED

•••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••

Small efficiency apartment
at 710 Cabell. Some utilities
paid. $225/mo. Call 781-8307.

SPRING BREAK Cancun,

SPRING BREAK! Panama

Panama City, Daytona &
South Beach. Free parties
& drinks! Best hotelslowest prices!
www.breakerstravel.com

(800) 575-2026

City Beach Boardwalk
Beach Resort $199 Includes
7 nights Hotel, 6 Free Parties!
24 Hours Free Drinks! Cancun
& Jamaica! From $459
www.springbreaktravel.com

•••••••••••••••

1.800.678.6386

Spring Break Panama Beach

•••••••••••••••

Part-time positions in
spring, full time in summer.
Flexible hours, competitive
wages, fun environment.
Biology/ Chemistry or pool
experience helpful. Apply in
person on Mon'., Tues. or
Friday between 9a.m.- 4 p.m.
at Aqualand Pools. 1260
Campbell
Lane, B.G., KY.

•••••••••••••••
3 bdrm, l bath - dishwasher,
ample parking, gas, heat/ central air. Near WKU, deposit
required. $495/mo. + utilities.

782-1340

•••••••••••••••
ONE CHECK PAYS IT
ALL!! All utilities included &
only minutes to campus. New
carpet, on-site laundry, lot of
space & big rooms. Pre-lease
today. 1 BDRM $459;
2 BDRM $549.
Call now 781-5471.

•••••••••••••••
Recently remodeled
2 & 3 bdrm apt., central heat/
air, washer/ dryer hookup,
dishwasher $425-$450/mo.
1304 Kentucky St. 782-8882

•••••••••••••••
Rooms for Rent: 6 miles
from B.G. Secluded 6000 sq.
ft. loghome. 2 bathrooms,
share kitchen. Call 842-2631.

•••••••••••••••

"Summit" Condos next to
Lavela & Spinnaker Clubs.
Discount rates.

(404) 355-9637

•••••••••••••••
Spring Break 2003 with STS
America's #I Student Tour
Operator. Sell Trips,
earn cash, Travel Free.
Information/ Reservations

SOUTHPADBEISLAND•
PWIA CITY BEACH I
,STEAMBOAT•
, BBBCKENBIDGB '
I DAYTONA BEACH I VAIL I
I

www.sunchase.com

1is0Hri®h :

...............

•••••••••••••••

HELP WANTED

#1 Spring Break Vacations!

•••••••••••••••

Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas
& Florida! Best Parties,
Best Hotels, Best Prices!
Space is limited ! Hurry up &
Book Now! 1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummcrtours.com

•••••••••••••••
SPRING BREAK!
$279 5 Days, Includes 10
Free Meals, Free Parties &
Drink Specials! Incl. Port,
Departure, Hotel Tax!
www.springbreaktravel.com

1.800.678.6386
I

HAIRCUTS $3
Guys/ Gals w/ WKU i.d.
South Central Barber College.
No appt. necessary. 332
College St.(270) 782-3261

Get fit.
Get paid.
I

For part-ti me Package
Handlers at FedEx•
Ground, it's like a paid
workout. The work's
demanding, but the
rewards are big. Come
Join our team. get a
weekly paycheck. tuition
ass1 stance and break a
swea with the nation's
package delivery leader.

...............

SANTA FE Hiring Servers!
Flexible availability. College
students welcome. Part-time &
full time hrs. Apply in person.
Mon. -Thurs. 2-4 p.m.

PIT Package

...............

Up to $500/wk preparing
mailings, part-time. Not sales.
Can fit your schedule.
Call (626)294-3215.

•••••••••••••••
Get paid for your opinions!
Earn $15-$125 and
more per survey!

I

HELP WANTED

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1000-$2000 this semester with a8roven
Campus Fundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. ur program~
make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly. so get with the program! It works. Contact
Campus Fundraiser at (888) 923-3238. or visit

www.campusfundraiser.com

•••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••

1-800-648-4849
or www.ststravel.com

Bahamas Party Cruise

SPRING BREAK

MISC

HELP WANTED

Handlers

®

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
Now Hiring FIVE Part-Time Drivers
To Work Evening Shifts
• Earn up to s15 per hour
with mileage & tips

Applicants must be 18 or
older and have a dependable
car with insurance.

• Take CASH home daily!

• Flexible Hours
• Meal Discounts

Apply in person Wednesday
through Sunday after 4:30 PM
at Domino's Pizza:

2201 Stonehente Ave.

(Just off of Veteran's Memorial
• Advancement Opportunities Blvd. near the Water Park)

Qualifications:

• 18 years or older
• Must be able to lift 50 lbs.
• Ability to load, urfoad.
sort packages
•Tuesday - Saturday

STRANGER THINGS
HAVE SOLD

3AMto8AM
•$7.25/hr. to start
Tum In appflcatians:
12-4 Tues.-Thurs. at
FedEx Ground

www.surveydollars.com

•••••••••••••••

423 Commerce St. BG. KY

~men and mmrltles 8<8

Bartender trainees needed.
$250/day potential.
Local positions.

encooraged to pr, the team

fedex.com/u.$/careers

1-800-293-3985 ext. 214

•••••••••••••••
r

~-

r .'
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CLASSIFIEDS

12? GARRETT C.'ONFERENCE CENTER
FOR INFORMATION C'-ALL 7◄ 5,2653

Classifieds: $5.50 first 15 words
$.25 each additional word

I

Cont.a.ct•

Notable
• With a win over Florida
International tonight, the Lady
Toppers basketball team will
clinch its first Sun Belt Conference
title since 1997.

Sports editor Kyle Hightower:
sports@wkuherald.com
Photo editor Price Chambers:
photo@wkuherald.com
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Women's baskettiall

ON

THE

VERGE
Through all its transitions this season, the Lady Toppers are
in reach of the Sun Belt regular-season title.
BY J. MICHAEL MOORE

Herald reporter
Some felt annoyed. Others,
snubbed.
But there it was - the vote
that ranked Florida International
the favorite to win the Sun Belt
Conference.
The class of the league was in

Miami.
The Lady Toppers didn't see it
that way.
It was nothing more than a
statement that needed correcting.
Since then, Western (16-8, 102 Sun Belt Conference) has
emerged as one of the best tean1S
in the league.
The Lady Toppers are riding
an eight-game win streak and
have a chance to sweep the season series with the Golden
Panthers at 7 p.m. tonight in
Diddle Arena.
A win and the Lady Toppers
clinch their first regular season
conference crown since 1997 and
a first round bye in the conference
tournament.
"I don't think we got any
respect when the season started
from anybody," senior forward
Shala Reese said. "I don't think
anyone believed we would be in
the position we are now. I think
the only one that believed in us

was us."
Western started proving its
worth Jan. 30 by beating the
Golden Panthers 80-68 at FIU.
The Lady Toppers grabbed a
tie for the lead in the conference
that night which they have yet to
relinquish.
"We knew that we weren't the
program we once were and we
wanted to be," head coach Mary
Taylor Cowles said. "The goals
that we set out early on in
September were things that we
thought we could achieve that
would take our program back to
the next level.
"The goals have pertained to
us as a program, not a whole lot
of emphasis on what other teams
are doing. However, FIU was one
of those teams standing in the
way of us getting the recognition."
Tonight, FIU (16-7, 7-3)
stands as one of the final walls.
Golden Panther senior guard
Mandy Shafer averages a teamleading 15 points per gan1e.
She said her tean1 is focused
on a win, not a quest for revenge.
"It plays a lot into our minds,
but no matter who we're playing,
we have to win every game;'
Shafer said. "(Western) has a varied tean1. That's always going to
pose a problem. We have to pre-

pare for the whole team."
The Lady Toppers find themselves in a sinlilar simation.
FIU's Shafer is just one threat.
Sophomore forward/center
Dace Cinite and senior fo1ward
Comisha Cotton's post play have
vaulted their team to the top of
conference rebounding statistics.
They also combine to average
24 points a game.
Cotton, the preseason conference Player of the Year, also averages nine rebounds per game.
In their last meeting, the two
teams battled for a 33-33 tie on
the boards.
But it's FIU's transition game
- the ability to get easy baskets
- that has Cowles worried.
"(Transition) has been good to
us offensively," Cowles said.
"FIU relies on it so much that we
have to make sw-e defensively we
get back on transition."
Western has also worked this
week on getting healthy.
Senior
guard
Kristina
Covington has been battling a
bacte1ial infection in her stomach.
Reese is getting over a twisted
ankle she experienced Jan. 8
against North Texas.
Junior forward Leah Lineberry
is fighting an injured foot.

Su FIU PUE 8

Sang-I-lyuck Park/Herald

Senior guard Kristina Covington drives to the goal during the second half of a game
against North Texas at Diddle Arena on Feb. 8. The Lady Toppers defeated North Texas
89-85 in overtime. .

~~
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Rash of personal bests could
be confidence booster for team
BY AMBER NORTH

Herald reporter

Justin Fowler!Ilerald

leva Balcus, a freshman from Liepaja, Latvia, was defeated during a meet on
Friday. The Lady Toppers lost to Belmont, 5-1.

Women drop ball in ear~ losses
After starting the season off 20, the Lady Topper tennis team
has dropped three of its last four.
Hearts were broken as the
Lady Toppers fell to Belmont 51 on Valentine's Day. Still, freshman Karina Ledaja won the singles match as teammates senior
Jennifer Granger and sophomore
Emily Lichtenberg won doubles.
The next day, the team
faced Wright State and

Eastern Kentucky.
They defeated Wright State 61, with five singles' victories and
two from doubles. Included in
those victories were Ledaja,
Granger, Lichtenberg, freshman
leva Balcus and junior Olga
Kosaka. The doubles' wins came
from the duos of Granger and
Lichtenberg and seniors Liene
Rozentale and Kosaka.
After the Wright State win,

the women lost to Eastern 4-1,
having wins only from Ledaja in
singles and Granger and
Lichtenberg in doubles.
Despite the team's 3-3 record,
Latvian native Ledaja continues
to dominate the bard court as she
remains undefeated (6-0).
Western will host Evansville
at 4 p.m. on Feb. 22.
-Amber North

No home meets.
No indoor track.
No problem.
The Hilltopper trnck team
competed all its meets at other
sites - four at Middle Tennessee
State - but still managed to
maintain a strong prograin
throughout the season.
The team ended its season last
weekend at MTSU, and on
March 1, the team hopes to start
stronger in the Sun Belt championships in Jonesboro, Ark.
With just two weeks to prepare for the grand finale, the
HiUtoppers are gearing for a
highly-anticipated finish. And the
key pe1fo1mers may already be
on track to success.
After missing last week's
Indiana Invitational, senior
Olga Cronin came back to the
track strong. She improved
her own conference-leading
time in the 3,000-meter run
with a time of 9 minutes,
53.02 seconds, earning her a

win in the event.
Sophomore Cara Nichols
continues to excel as she ran a
career-best in the mile (4:58.53).
For the men's sprinters, the
story of the meet was sophomore
Brad Eickhoff, who recorded two
new personal bests in the 55meter dash (6.51) and the 200meter dash (21.76).
"He ran the best race of his
short collegiate career,'' head
coach Curtiss Long said, smiling.
The return of throwing giant
Raigo Toompu from wrist and rib
injuries also had Long grinning.
The sophomore took home
both shotput and weight throw
wins, followed by freshman
Kristo Galeta in the shotput.
Increasing her mark by two
feet in the weight throw, freshman Angie Gardner thtust a
career-best 42 foot, 9-inch throw
to finish third. Junior Matt Moore
tied his personal best jump of
14.6 meters in the pole vault.
Although the team has only
competed against MTSU and
Arkansas State in Sun Belt contention, Long said he and the

team have been keeping track of
whom to watch, just to have an
idea.
"MTSU is the prohibited
favo1ite on the men's," Long
said. "Beyond that, LouisianaLafayette, North Texas, ASU and
Western are teams that appear to
have the best shot.''
The women's distance will be
contested by Arkansas-Little
Rock, who also consist of strong
distance rnnners.
But Western won't take it
easy' on its opponents.
''We're one of those teams
that can stir the pot," Long said.
Every team needs athletes
who are willing to step up, and
Long's bunch is no exception. He
said the key to succeeding in the
championship is having the
''bubble'' people to surpass the
prelirninaiies.
''Prelims are hm·d and perfo1mers have to be ready to produce,'' Long said. "lf not, you
will be a spectator at the meet.''
Reach Amber North at
sports@wkuherald.com

TONIGHT!

FRIDAY NIGHT!

DON'T MISS
TONIGHT'S BAND AND
DRINK SPECIALS!

CHEC TOUR GREAT
FRI M IG TD I SPECIAl
AND DE THE B ll.

Located in Bowling Green, KY Downtown District

(270) 783-0088
Need A Ride?
Call the Designated Driver

270.202.0183

Come out & Brave

e

sher'

302 Morgantown Road • 270. 783.8995

